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A beautiful garden or tastefully done up balcony can transform mundane outdoors into a personal
sanctuary. Be it the teak benches, wrought iron chairs or wicker recliner, patio sets can truly convert
the usual spaces into unique port for the owner, a customised space for reconciliation with the self
or for entertaining the guests. Patio furniture today is not limited to garden chairs and poolside
recliners, it is available in a variety of designs and materials to suit the customerâ€™s requirement.

A patio dining set  is a perfect for reconciliation with the family over the weekends.These also
provide a perfect setup for hosting a warm and intimate meal for the guests in style. A patio dining
set conventionally consists of a dining table with four or six chairs along with a parasol. The set can
also be placed in a gazebo for a grand appeal. Patio dining sets are available in a variety of
materials and designs. Teak and wicker are ideal if space constrain is not an issue. These are very
comfortable and provide a warm feel.  Aluminium and wrought iron patio sets are recommended for
smaller spaces and for a sleeker appearance. These are strong, long lasting materials which require
minimal maintenance. Plastic furniture is also available. It is economical and absolutely water
resistant making it a good option for those living in rainy climates . Being relatively inexpensive and
recyclable these are ideal for those who seek to change the look of their patio quite often.
Nowadays high quality plastic and acrylic furniture moulded into unique designs are available in eye
catching colours.

A classic Teak Chair is a must for every porch. It provides a perfect place for lounging and relaxing.
Teak furniture has a classic ,timeless appeal. Teak contains natural resins and silica which make it
resistant to chemical, fungal and moisture attack, a major consideration for materials to be used
outdoors. The design options available are innumerable. Accessorised with beguiling cushions a ,
the humble teak chair can well become the main attraction of the set up. It must however be pointed
out that teak requires good sandpapering and polishing for prolonging the life of the furniture .The
chair can also be used as an accompaniment for the patio dining set.

Patio sets are available in the market in classic as well as contemporary styles. While the availability
of a wide range is appealing it also tends to confuse the customer. A customer should have very
clearly in his mind the idea of what exactly are his requirements. The dÃ©cor of the patio reflects the
individual style of the owner. It is important the patio set up compliment the ownerâ€™s preferences.

With a classic patio with pergola and vines around it, it is imperative to extend the similar theme to
the furniture also .A minimalistic patio would require furniture that is sleek. This not a stringent rule
though. Fusion of the two styles can also lead to exemplary results. The space availability should be
kept in mind when zeroing down to a design. Durability, maintenance requirements, and strength
are other factors to be noted.

With so many options available in the market and a little bit of creativity patio sets can truly and
radically transform the way outdoor spaces have been perceived so far.
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outdoor spaces into tastefully done sanctuaries for relaxation and entertainment of hosts. With
innumerable options available in the market for a Patio Dining Set other outdoor furniture, it would
not be surprising if the perception of outdoors undergoes a radical change.
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